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In order to correct Iron aaturation effect* and
•hape the beam working line, superconducting trim
colla have been constructed, which operate lnclde the
aaln colls.1"2 Detailed studies of mechanical proper-
ties, quench behaviour, fields produced,awl hysteresis
have lead to the production of accelerator-quality
colls generating the required-strength htrnonlct up to
cos (79). These are routinely Installed In CIA M l n
magnets and operate at 802 of short sample with negli-
gible training in an aablant field of wore than 5.31.

Introduction

Because of the high dlpole fields (5.3T) employed
in the CBA sain ring and the coaparltlvely large size
of the beam at injection, the required capacity of
trim colls producing multlpoles higher than quadrupcle
is surprisingly large. This requirement arises fro*
two sources: compensating for harmonics In the fields
of the main dlpole and quadrupol« magnets, and tuning
the beaa. The approximate field strengths required at
the 44 aa radius for beaa tuning are:

B,
B

cos 26
j cos 39

B, cos 49
B,, cos 59

0.077 T - 145 x 10"* Bo
0.053 T - 100 x 10"* Bo
0.037 T - 70 x 10"* B"
0.004 T - 8 x

Figure 1 shows the computed current needed In the 20,
and 59 colls for the combined effects.

General Design *

Because of space limitations and the large capa-
city required, the trim coils will be located concen-
tric with the main aagneta. This greatly Increases
the available length but generates other constraints:

1} The colls aust be superconducting.
ii) The critical current of the superconductor will
be degraded by the superimposed ambient field.
ill) The interaction of this large field and the
current In the trim coll will produce large forcea.
iv) Figure 2 shows that the space available for these
coils is minimal.

Coll Configuration

Because of the small space available the only
practical solutions seem to be 2 or 3 layer colls made
of cable roughly 1 mm In diameter. Two coll configur-
ations have been considered: pure aoltlpole layer*
where each layer is a single aultlpole, and nested
windings3. This configuration makes it possible to
produce several separate aultlpoles per layer. It wms
decided that the simplicity of 2 layers compensated
for the complexity of the nested geoaetry, shown In
Fig. 3.

Conductor Choice

Experiments with rectangular conductor of the
appropriate dimensions proved that It was extremely
difficult to wind eo a circular 7 or 10 strand cable
has been used.

Work performed under the auspices of the U.S.
Department of Energy.

Mechanical Construction

The inner and outer diameters are determined by
other accelerator constraints. The Ktpton layer* are
for electrical Insulation. The thin layers of fiber-
glass on both radii of the colls are to assure a
strong epoxy bond. It was found that this bond is on*
of the crucial parameter* in successful operation.
The coil* are wound flat between constraining plate*,
then bonded with flexlblllced epoxy resin and formed
around the <iameter of approximately 125 am.
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Figure 1. Peak currents expected In 30, 50 combined
coll as a function of main clpole current.
The tipper and lower dashed lines Include
the minimum requirement for positive and
negative sextupole; the solid curves the

The Kevlar layers are pretenaloned to constrain
the colls radially. Kevlar «as chosen because of its
strength and non-conductivity. The C-10 stand-offs
serve to locate the trim coil package within the main
colls and provide the apace between the trim and the
main coil* for coolant flow.

Mien the coils are energised in the main dipole
field of 5.3 T large Lorents forces are generated.
The detailed analysis of these forcea has been carried
out by t. Shutt.% The stand-offs art placed at 0,90,
180,270* and sized so that a preetraln of approximate-
ly 0.2 mm (diameter) Is placed upon the colls. This
serves to minimise the deformations of the package.
The forces and deformation* produced for Che assign.
under discussion are tabulated In Table I.

Supporting the colls make* a signlficeat tmemc-
tion In the deforartions and adequate support baa been
a goal of the dfcslgn and development of these coils.
The shear stresses are large (sad essentially ladepeu-
dent of whether the coll is externally supported or
not); this eaphaaices the importance of very good
bonding within the coll itself.

Camera! Test amemlte

The following observation* come from atmdy of
soth email scale end full sice colls sad are belleved
to be applicable to say similar coll*.



TABLE I

Maximum Deflection
without support with support

(mm) (mm)

30 at tcit
current

49 «t ttst
currant

82 x 103

82 x 103

0.4

0.06

0.10

0.06

Minimum Prestress
(mm)

74 x 103

Max. Shear Stress
M/.2

7.6

4.7

10«

10*

a) The cable must ba wrapped with Icapton underneath
any flbarglasa or epoxy. Omitting this step produced
extensive training JS low as 50 saps and loss of
training with polarity reversal.
b) Removing the outer flbarglasa Jacket frosi the
conductor degrades the performance.
c) Bonding the conductor to the rest of the struc-
ture is very important. The friction produced by the
aultlple layers of Kevlar is insufficient.
d) Supporting the coll assembly so as to minimize
the deformations in probably Important. (The data to
date do not contradict this Idea.)
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Figure 3. Cross section of coll geometry for a
combined 39 and 59 coll.2

full Scale Tests

Thirteen full sice long tria colls intended for
operation in dipole magnets and two short trim colls
Intended for use in quadrupoles have been tested to
date. The long trim coils have an Inner layer which
produces 36 and 56 harmonics; and an outer layer pro-
ducing 4S.

'igure 4 is a coaparisonof the quench test
results for a "marginal" trim coll and an excellent
one. The former (XT9.1) shows a strong dependence of
peak current upon the number and polarity of harmonics
excited, In addition it shows large amounts of train-
Ing and some losa of training upon polarity changes.
These are all believed to be symptons of mechanical
defects in the structure. The data below {for TT25.1)
Illustrates the performance when the known defecta
were remedied. There is no training, and only weak
dependence upon polarity chosen,

Figure S summarises the results of full scale
dipole coll tests to date, teferrlng back to Fig. S
one sees that the limiting current which a. trim coil
can reach is a function of the currents in all seg-
ments of the coil and the amount of training. This
information has been simplified for plotttag Is Fig. 5
by considering only the worst combination of currents
(which varies ftom coll to coil); the low point of the
arrow is the first quench In this configuration, the
dot in the center la the value reached after approxi-
mately 5 quenches In each configuration, and the tip
of the arrow is the highest value reached after tent-
ing. In some cases the colls exhibit detraining
(i.e., running with reversed polarity degradce the
performance in the original polarity and the coll SMSt
be retrained to reach maxima current). For colls
where this occurred, the low point of the •etralelag
has been plotted.



XT9.1
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timber of Quenches
Figure 4. Comparison of training behavior of a "poor"

and excellent trla coll.
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Figure 5. Sunmary of teit reaults of full alee trim
oils. The region between the dashed
lines Is the aesur«d critical current
range for the conductor* used.

Coils T7.1 through T7.3 had no known defectti la
construction, but their Mechanical support against the
main colls was inadequate. This group of colls ex-
hibited Bodett aaounts of training and limiting per-
formance approaching tt* conductor critical current.
Coll T7.3 was partially retested with adequate support
(the open circle In the figure). It is not known
vhethar the laproveaent in performance Is due to the
support or to the limitations of the xetest.

Coils T8.1 through 78.6 had known defects in
their Internal structure. All of these coils suffered
txam extensive training and polarity dependence.
XT9.1 did not have a fiberglass jacket around the
conductor end seeas worse than the rest.

Coll XTl1.1 is the end result of tbe knowledge
acquired with the earlier tests. Care was tafcmi to
assemble it solidly and to support 11 rigidly within
the main aagnet.

Detailed examination of the data for this coll
exhibits:

I) no training.
II) no dependence upon the overall excitation config-
uration (except for the small effect due to self-
fields),
ill) no detraining,
iv) The coll was also tested at 5.0'K la addition to
the standard 4.5'K, this reduced Its peak current by
48 ± 12 amps, the calculated reduction for this MbXi
cable la 58 sapt.3 Together these observations are
strong evidence that this coil achieved the conductor
critical currant.

for XT15.1 and tt'14.1 the seven strand conductor
used previously was replaced with 10 straod cable,
with a 40Z higher critical current, the performance
of XT15.1 Is excellent. Examination of the detailed
data indicate that Its performance was Halted by
deformation of the entire structure. XI14.1 did not
have the fiberglass outer jacket around the conductor
and its performance Is inferior.

Quadrupole Trims

In addition the standard accelerator quadrupolc
magnets will also contain trim colls. These are
designed to provide le(dlpole) correction in the inner
layer; and 26 and 69 la the outer layer. The mala
quadrapole field at the trim coll location Is only 4*3
T compared with the 5.3 T In the dlpole magnets.,' Ihl«
aakes the trim call construction problem easier,) how-
ever, the choice of harmonics for the quadrupolf trla
produces a significant problem. If the 20 coll is not
correctly aligned ailmuthaily with the main fie d, it
experieeees a torque of 9.7 x 10s M-a/a-allllrallau of
Klflallgnmept. Typical alignment precision in jroto-
type tests has been 4 mllllradlaaa. One series oi
tests wer* performed with the coll inadequately
secured sgalnst rotetion. It quenched at 70 aopa;
retettt* of this coil and a second coil with adequate
support and care in alignment produced no querche* at
300 amps. This mechanical coupling precludes ao?
attempt to insert a skew qiMdrupole trla (rotated by
K / 4 ) In a regular quadrupole.
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DISCLAIMER

This report was prepared as an account of work sponsored by an agency of the
United Stales Government. Neither the United States Government nor any agency
thereof, nor any of their employees, makes any warranty, express or implied, or
assumes any legal liability cr responsibility for the accuracy, completeness, or use-
fulness of any information, apparatus, product, or prooets disclosed, or represents
that its use would not infringe privately owned rights. Reference herein to any spe-
cific commercial product, process, or service by trade name, trademark, manufac-
turer, or otherwise does not necessarily constitute or imply its endorsement, recom-
mei.datkui, or favoring by the United States Government or any agency thereof.
The views and opinions of authors expressed herein do not necessarily state or
reflect those of the United States Government or any agency thereof.
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